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Token Price Feeds

Token market price feeds, sourced from multiple high-volume markets.
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NFT Floor Price Feeds

Multi-source and trade-based accurate pricing for NFT collections.
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LST Price Feeds

Fair-value based pricing approach for LSTs that accounts for the collateral ratio.
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On-chain Randomness

Start building DeFi and GameFi dApps with DIA's multi-chain randomness.
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DIA Oracle Builder
NEW

Build, deploy and monitor custom oracles, instantly and autonomously.



DIA App Browse Data
Token Price Feeds 3.000+ tokens
NFT Price Feeds 18.000+ collections
LSDs Price Feeds 10 tokens
Data Sources 80+ exchanges
Randomness 2.880 updates/day
System monitoring 12 modules

Developer Support Get Help
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Ecosystem Portal
Discover the projects that make the DIA ecosystem.


visit portal 
Blockchains Networks
Explore all layer1 and layer2 networks DIA is integrated with and available on.

Data sources
Explore all exchanges DIA is integrated with and pulling data from.

dApps (Users)
Browse the protocols DIA is feeding with transparent and customizale oracles.

Nodes
Browse all decentralised node providers DIA leverages to push and pull on-chain data.

Oracle Gasdrop: Arbitrum Grant
DIA is supporting Arbitrum dApp development with a grant program to offset oracle gas costs.

Liquid Staking Map
A comprehensive overview of Liquid Staking across different blockchains and ecosystems.
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DIA DAO Portal
Contribute to DIA’s development


visit portal
Governance
Join the pool of decentralised contributors discussing and voting on proposals to improve and validate the DIA platform and features.

Development
Join the community building the biggest data platform of Web3 while getting rewarded along the way.

Forum
A space to propose and discuss ideas to improve the DIA platform, product and processes.

Snapshot
A gassless, decentralised voting system where DIA DAO's proposals and decisions are made.
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About DIA
Learn more about DIA, social presence, press coverage and more.
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Brand Assets
Information on the usage of the DIA logo, fonts, colours and other brand assets.
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FAQ
Find the answers to the most frequently asked questions around DIA.
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DIA Token
Learn more about DIA's governance token, addresses, listings and more.
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Case Studies
Discover how DIA oracles are enabling new DeFi, NFTfi and GameFi use cases.
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Blog
Read DIA's latest news, developments, partnerships and more.


Contributing to Arbitrum's Vibrant DeFi Ecosystem
Discover how DIA’s oracles have played a key role in driving innovation for dApps on Arbitrum, contributing to its success as a thriving DeFi ecosystem.

Read study
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Latest events Join in
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404
Don’t worry – data feeds keep running. It’s just we can’t find the page you are looking for.
Go back to homepage
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Token Price Feeds

Token market price feeds, sourced from multiple high-volume markets.
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NFT Floor Price Feeds

Multi-source and trade-based accurate pricing for NFT collections.
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LST Price Feeds

Fair-value based pricing approach for LSTs that accounts for the collateral ratio.
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On-chain Randomness

Start building DeFi and GameFi dApps with DIA's multi-chain randomness.
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DIA Oracle Builder
NEW

Build, deploy and monitor custom oracles, instantly and autonomously.



DIA App Browse Data
Token Price Feeds 3.000+ tokens
NFT Price Feeds 18.000+ collections
LSDs Price Feeds 10 tokens
Data Sources 80+ exchanges
Randomness 2.880 updates/day
System monitoring 12 modules

DIA Oracle Builder 
Test DIA's new tool to create, deploy, and monitor custom price oracles autonomously and instantly.

Learn more and apply

EcosystemDIA ecosystem Explore
Blockchains Networks

Explore all layer1 and layer2 networks DIA is integrated with and available on.

Data sources

Explore all exchanges DIA is integrated with and pulling data from.

dApps (Users)

Browse the protocols DIA is feeding with transparent and customizale oracles.

Nodes

Browse all decentralised node providers DIA leverages to push and pull on-chain data.

Oracle Gasdrop: Arbitrum Grant

DIA is supporting Arbitrum dApp development with a grant program to offset oracle gas costs.

Liquid Staking Map

A comprehensive overview of Liquid Staking across different blockchains and ecosystems.




DIA DAODAO Modules Participate
Governance

Join the pool of decentralised contributors discussing and voting on proposals to improve and validate the DIA platform and features.

Development

Join the community building the biggest data platform of Web3 while getting rewarded along the way.

Forum

A space to propose and discuss ideas to improve the DIA platform, product and processes.

Snapshot

A gassless, decentralised voting system where DIA DAO's proposals and decisions are made.
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Learn more about DIA, social presence, press coverage and more.
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Brand Assets

Information on the usage of the DIA logo, fonts, colours and other brand assets.
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FAQ

Find the answers to the most frequently asked questions around DIA.
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DIA Token

Learn more about DIA's governance token, addresses, listings and more.
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Case Studies

Discover how DIA oracles are enabling new DeFi, NFTfi and GameFi use cases.
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Blog

Read DIA's latest news, developments, partnerships and more.



Contributing to Arbitrum's Vibrant DeFi Ecosystem
Discover how DIA’s oracles have played a key role in driving innovation for dApps on Arbitrum, contributing to its success as a thriving DeFi ecosystem.

Read study
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